
 

GCSE – Global Cities – Personal Learning Checklist 
 

   
 

How confident are you at defining and using these key pieces of vocabulary? 

 Red Amber Green  Red Amber Green 
Urbanisation    NIC    

Re-urbanisation    Alpha City    

Global City    Globalisation    

Mega City    Mass Transit    

LIC    Pull Factors    

HIC    Push Factors    

Immigration    Chawls    

Rural Area    Squatter Homes    

Urban Area    Informal and Formal Sector    

Inequality    Self Help Schemes    

Population Growth    Sustainable Living    

 

 
Learning Content 

   

Knowledge: I can …    

Describe the processes of urbanisation and re-urbanisation and identify key differences between 

them. 
   

Give the meaning of global city and megacity and identify the differences between them.    
Describe the patterns of urbanisation at a global scale    
Describe the patterns found in the cities of Mumbai and London    
Give two reasons why some people leave rural areas of India.    
Describe the strategies used to deal with waste in LIC cities like Mumbai and London    
Describe the housing challenges in Mumbai and London    

My understanding  I can… 
   

Explain why people migrate to Mumbai and London    
Give three reasons why some people move from rural areas to urban areas in Mumbai.    
Explain why some continents have higher levels of urbanisation than others.    
Explain why patterns of urbanisation vary between HICs and LICs    
Explain the strategies used to reduce inequality and improve lives in London and Mumbai.    
Give strategies that create sustainable urban environments in London.    

My analysis I can… 
   

Use my understanding of the processes of urban change to suggest why LIC like Mumbai cities 

have different and distinctive zones eg slum areas 
   

Identify the issues that arise from population growth in Mumbai.    

My evaluation I can… 
   

Weigh up (evaluate) the advantages and disadvantages of self help schemes in LICs.    
Weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of building on brownfield sites in London    
Explain why different groups of people have different points of view about slum clearance schemes    

My decision making I can… 
   

Use evidence to demonstrate why one strategy to improve slum dwellers lives might be effective    
Identify recent changes in urbanisation and show that I can connect the causes and effects of 

change. 
   

Rank the effectiveness of strategies to manage transit schemes in LIC cities     

 


